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Abstract. The operational semantics of interactive systems is usually
described by labeled transition systems. Abstract semantics (that is deﬁned in terms of bisimilarity) is characterized by the ﬁnal morphism in
some category of coalgebras. Since the behaviour of interactive systems is
for many reasons inﬁnite, symbolic semantics were introduced as a mean
to deﬁne smaller, possibly ﬁnite, transition systems, by employing symbolic actions and avoiding some sources of inﬁniteness. Unfortunately,
symbolic bisimilarity has a diﬀerent “shape” with respect to ordinary
bisimilarity, and thus the standard coalgebraic characterization does not
work. In this paper, we introduce its coalgebraic models.

1

Introduction

A compositional interactive system is usually deﬁned as a labelled transition
system (lts) where states are equipped with an algebraic structure. Abstract
semantics is often deﬁned as bisimilarity. Then a key property is that bisimilarity
be a congruence, i.e. that abstract semantics respects the algebraic operations.
Universal Coalgebra [1] provides a categorical framework where the behaviour
of dynamical systems can be characterized as ﬁnal semantics. More precisely, if
CoalgB (i.e., the category of B-coalgebras and B-cohomomorphisms for a certain endofunctor B) has a ﬁnal object, then the behavior of a B-coalgebra is
deﬁned as a ﬁnal morphism. Intuitively, a ﬁnal object is a universe of abstract
behaviors and a ﬁnal morphism is a function mapping each system in its abstract behavior. Ordinary ltss can be represented as coalgebras for a suitable
functor. Then, two states are bisimilar if and only if they are identiﬁed by a
ﬁnal morphism. The image of a certain lts through a ﬁnal morphism is its minimal representative (with respect to bisimilarity), which in the ﬁnite case can be
computed via the list partitioning algorithm [2].
When bisimilarity is not a congruence, the abstract semantics is deﬁned either
as the largest congruence contained into bisimilarity [3] or as the largest bisimulation that is also a congruence [4]. In this paper we focus on the latter and we
call it saturated bisimilarity (∼S ). Indeed it coincides with ordinary bisimilarity
on the saturated transition system, that is obtained by the original lts by adding
c,a
a
→ q, for every context c, whenever c(p) −
→ q.
the transition p −
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Many interesting abstract semantics are deﬁned in this way. For example,
since late and early bisimilarity of π-calculus [5] are not preserved under substitution (and thus under input preﬁxes), in [6] Sangiorgi introduces open bisimilarity as the largest bisimulation on π-calculus agents which is closed under
substitutions. Other noteworthy examples are asynchronous π-calculus [7,8] and
mobile ambients calculus [9,10]. The deﬁnition of saturated bisimilarity as ordinary bisimulation on the saturated lts, while in principle operational, often
makes the portion of lts reachable by any nontrivial agent inﬁnite state, and in
any case is very ineﬃcient, since it introduces a large number of additional states
and transitions. Inspired by [11], Sangiorgi deﬁnes in [6] a symbolic transition
system and symbolic bisimilarity that eﬃciently characterizes open bisimilarity.
After this, many formalisms have been equipped with a symbolic semantics.
In [12], we have introduced a general model that describes at an abstract
level both saturated and symbolic semantics. In this abstract setting, a symbolic
c,α
α
→β p means that c(p) −
→ p and c is a smallest context that allows
transition p −
p to performs such transition. Moreover, a certain derivation relation  amongst
c1 ,α1
c2 ,α2
the transitions of a systems is deﬁned: p −−→ p1  p −−→ p2 means that the
latter transition is a logical consequence of the former. In this way, if all and
only the saturated transitions are logical consequences of symbolic transitions,
then saturated bisimilarity can be retrieved via the symbolic lts.
However, the ordinary bisimilarity over the symbolic transition system diﬀers
from saturated bisimilarity. Symbolic bisimilarity is thus deﬁned with an asymmetric shape. In the bisimulation game, when a player proposes a transition,
the opponent can answer with a move with a diﬀerent label. For example in the
[a=b],τ

τ

→ q  . Moreover,
open π-calculus, a transition p −−−→ p can be matched by q −


the bisimulation game does not restart from p and q , but from p and q  {b/a}.
For this reason, ordinary coalgebras fail to characterize symbolic bisimilarity.
Here, we provide coalgebraic models for it by relying on the framework of [12].
Consider the example of open bisimilarity discussed above. The fact that open
bisimulation does not relate the arriving states p and q  , but p and q  {b/a},
forces us to look for models equipped with an algebraic structure. In [13], bialgebras are introduced as a both algebraic and coalgebraic model, while an alternative approach based on structured coalgebras, i.e. on coalgebras in categories of
algebras, is presented in [14]. In this paper we adopt the latter and we introduce
CoalgH (Sec. 4), a category of structured coalgebras where the saturated transition system can be naively modeled in such a way that ∼S coincides with the
kernel of a ﬁnal morphism. Then, we focus only on those H-coalgebras whose
sets of transitions are closed w.r.t. the derivation relation . These form the category of saturated coalgebras CoalgST (Sec. 5.1) that is a covariety of CoalgH .
Thus, it has a ﬁnal object and bisimilarity coincides with the one in CoalgH .
In order to characterize symbolic bisimilarity, we introduce the notions of
redundant transition and semantically redundant transition. Intuitively, a tranc2 ,α2
c1 ,α1
sition p −−→ q is redundant if there exists another transition p −−→ p1 that
c1 ,α1
c2 ,α2
logically implies it, that is p −−→ p1  p −−→ q, while it is semantically rec1 ,α1
c2 ,α2
dundant, if it is redundant up to bisimilarity, i.e., p −−→ p1  p −−→ p2 and
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q is bisimilar to p2 . Now, in order to retrieve saturated bisimilarity by disregarding redundant transitions, we have to remove from the saturated transition
system not only all the redundant transitions, but also the semantically redundant ones. This is done in the category of normalized coalgebras CoalgNT (Sec.
5.2). These are deﬁned as coalgebras without redundant transitions. Thus, by
deﬁnition, a ﬁnal coalgebra in CoalgNT has no semantically redundant transitions. The main peculiarity of CoalgNT relies in its morphisms. Indeed, ordinary
(cohomo)morphisms between ltss must preserve and reﬂect all the transitions
(“zig-zag” morphisms), while morphisms between normalized coalgebras must
preserve only those transitions that are not semantically redundant.
Moreover, we prove that CoalgST and CoalgNT are isomorphic (Sec. 5.3).
This means that a ﬁnal morphism in the latter category still characterizes ∼S ,
but with two important diﬀerences w.r.t. CoalgST . First of all, in a ﬁnal NT coalgebra, there are not semantically redundant transitions. Intuitively, a ﬁnal
NT -coalgebra is a universe of abstract symbolic behaviours and a ﬁnal morphism
maps each system in its abstract symbolic behaviour. Secondly, minimization in
CoalgNT is feasible, while in CoalgST is not, because saturated coalgebras have
all the redundant transitions. Minimizing in CoalgNT coincides with a symbolic
minimization algorithm that we have introduced in [15] (Sec. 6). The algorithm
shows another peculiarity of normalized coalgebras: minimization relies on the
algebraic structure. Since in bialgebras bisimilarity abstracts away from this,
we can conclude that our normalized coalgebras are not bialgebras. This is the
reason why we work with structured coalgebras.
The background is in Sec. 2 and 3.

2

Saturated and Symbolic Semantics

In this section we recall the general framework for symbolic bisimilarity that
we have introduced in [12]. As running example, we will use open Petri nets
[16]. However, our theory has as special cases the abstract semantics of many
formalisms such as ambients [9], open [6] and asynchronous [7] π-calculus.
2.1

Saturated Semantics

Given a small category C, a Γ (C)-algebra is an algebra for the algebraic speciﬁcation in Fig. 1(A) where |C| denotes the set of objects of C, ||C|| the set of
arrows of C and, for all i, j ∈ |C|, C[i, j] denotes the set of arrows from i to j.
Thus, a Γ (C)-algebra X consists of a |C|-sorted family X = {Xi | i ∈ |C|} of
sets and a function cX : Xi → Xj for all c ∈ C[i, j].1
The main deﬁnition of the framework presented in [12] is that of context
interactive systems. In our theory, an interactive system is a state-machine that
can interact with the environment (contexts) through an evolving interface.
1

Note that Γ (C)-algebras coincide with functors from C to Set and Γ (C)homomorphisms coincide with natural transformations amongst functors. Thus,
AlgΓ(C) is isomorphic to SetC (the category of covariant presheaves over C).
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specification Γ (C) =
sorts
i
∀i ∈ |C|
operations
c:i→j
∀c ∈ C[i, j]
equations
idi (x) = x
e(d(x)) = c(x)
∀d; e = c

(in)

(tr)

t∈T

i∈I
+i
N, m −
→ N, m ⊕ i
l(t) = λ
λ

m =• t ⊕ c

N, m −
→ N, t• ⊕ c

(A)

(B)

Fig. 1. (A) Algebraic speciﬁcation Γ (C). (B) Operational semantics of open nets.

Definition 1 (Context Interactive System). A context interactive system
I is a quadruple C, X, O, tr where:
–
–
–
–

C is a category,
X is a Γ (C)-algebra,
O is a set of observations,
o
tr ⊆ X × O × X is a labeled transition relation (p −
→ p means (p, o, p ) ∈ tr).

Intuitively, objects of C are interfaces of the system, while arrows are contexts.
Every element p of Xi represents a state with interface i and it can be inserted
into the context c ∈ C[i, j], obtaining a new state cX (p) that has interface j. Every state can evolve into a new state (possibly with diﬀerent interface) producing
an observation o ∈ O.
The abstract semantics of interactive systems is usually deﬁned through behavioural equivalences. In [12] we proposed a general notion of bisimilarity that
generalizes the abstract semantics of a large variety of formalisms [9,7,6,17,18,19].
The idea is that two states of a system are equivalent if they are indistinguishable from an external observer that, in any moment of their execution, can insert
them into some environment and then observe some transitions.
Definition 2 (Saturated Bisimilarity). Let I = C, X, O, tr be a context
interactive system. Let R = {Ri ⊆ Xi × Xi | i ∈ |C|} be a |C|-sorted family of
symmetric relations. R is a saturated bisimulation iﬀ, ∀i, j ∈ |C|, ∀c ∈ C[i, j],
whenever pRi q:
– cX (p) Rj cX (q),
o
o
– if p −
→ p , then q −
→ q  and p Rk q  (for some k ∈ |C|).
We write p ∼Si q iﬀ there is a saturated bisimulation R such that pRi q.
An alternative but equivalent deﬁnition can be given by deﬁning the saturated
c,o
o
transition system (satts) as follows: p −
→S q if and only if c(p) −
→ q. Trivially
the ordinary bisimilarity over satts coincides with ∼S .
Proposition 1. ∼S is the coarsest bisimulation congruence.
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Running Example: Open Petri Nets

Diﬀerently from process calculi, Petri nets have not a widely known interactive
behaviour. Indeed they model concurrent systems that are closed, in the sense
that they do not interact with the environment. Open nets [16] are P/T Petri
nets that can interact by exchanging tokens on input and output places.
Definition 3 (Open Net). An open net is a tuple N = (S, T, pre, post, l, I, O)
where S and T are the sets of places and transitions (S ∩T = ∅); pre, post : T →
S ⊕ are functions mapping each transition to its pre- and post-set; l : T → Λ is
a labeling function (Λ is a set of labels) and I, O ⊆ S are the sets of input and
output places. A marked open net is a pair N, m where N is an open net and
m ∈ S ⊕ is a marking.
Fig.2 shows ﬁve open nets where, as usual, circles represents places and rectangles transitions (labeled with α, β). Arrows from places to transitions represent
pre, while arrows from transitions to places represent post. Input places are denoted by ingoing edges, thus the only input place of N1 is $. To make examples
easier, hereafter we only consider open input nets, i.e., open nets without output
places.The operational semantics of marked open nets is expressed by the rules
on Fig.1(B), where we use • t and t• to denote pre(t) and post(t). The rule (tr)
is the standard rule of P/T nets (seen as multisets rewriting). The rule (in)
states that in any moment a token can be inserted inside an input place and, for
this reason, the lts has always an inﬁnite number of states. Fig.2(A) shows part
of the inﬁnite transition system of N1 , a. The abstract semantics (denoted by
∼N ) is deﬁned in [20] as the ordinary bisimilarity over such an lts. It is worth
noting that ∼N can be seen as an instance of saturated semantics, where multisets over open places are contexts and transitions are only those generated by
the rule (tr).
In the following we formally deﬁne N = Tok, N, Λ, trN  that is the context
interactive system of all open nets (labeled over the set of labels Λ).
The category Tok is formally deﬁned as follows,
– |Tok| = {I | I is a set of places},
– ∀I ∈ |Tok|, Tok[I, I] = I ⊕ , idI = ∅ and ∀i1 , i2 ∈ I ⊕ , i1 ; i2 = i1 ⊕ i2 .
Intuitively objects are sets of input places I, while arrows are multisets of tokens
on the input places. We say that a marked open net N, m has interface I if
the set of input places of N is I. For example the marked open net N1 , a has
interface {$}. Let us deﬁne the Γ (Tok)-algebra N. For any sort I, the carrier
set NI contains all the marked open nets with interface I. For any operator
i ∈ Tok[I, I], the function iN maps N, m into N, m ⊕ i.
The transition structure trN (denoted by −
→N ) associates to a state N, m
the transitions obtained by using the rule (tr) of Fig.1(B). In [12], it is proved
that saturated bisimilarity for N coincides with ∼N . In the remainder of the
paper we will use as running example the open nets in Fig.2. Since all the places
have diﬀerent names (with the exception of $), in order to make lighter the
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Fig. 2. The open nets N1 , N2 , N3 , N4 and N5 .(A)Part of the inﬁnite transition system of N1 , a. (B)Part of the inﬁnite saturated transition system of N1 , a.(C)The
symbolic transition systems of N1 , a,N2 , c,N3 , e,N4 , l and N5 , r.

notation, we write only the marking to mean the corresponding marked net, e.g.
b2 $ means the marked net N1 , b2 $.
The marked net a (i.e., N1 , a) represents a system that provides a service
β. After the activation α, it provides β whenever the client pay one $ (i.e.,
the environment insert a token into $). The marked net c instead requires ﬁve
$ during the activation, but then provides the service β for free. The marked
net e, requires three $ during the activation. For three times, the service β is
performed for free and then it costs one $. It is easy to see that all these marked
nets are not bisimilar. Indeed, a client that has only one $ can have the service
β only with a, while a client with ﬁve $ can have the service β for six times only
with c. The marked net r represents a system that oﬀers the behaviour of both
a and c, i.e. either the activation α is for free and then the service β costs one,
or the activation costs ﬁve and then the service is for free. Also this marked net
is diﬀerent from all the others.
Now consider the marked net l. It oﬀers the behaviour of both a and e, but
it is equivalent to a, i.e. l ∼N a. Roughly, the behaviour of e is absorbed by the
behaviour of a. This is analogous to what happens in asynchronous π-calculus
[7] where it holds that a(x).(ax | p) + τ.p ∼ τ.p.
2.3

Symbolic Semantics

Saturated bisimulation is a good notion of equivalence but it is hard to check,
since it involves a quantiﬁcation over all contexts. In [12], we have introduced a
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general notion of symbolic bisimilarity that coincides with saturated bisimilarity,
but it avoids to consider all contexts. The idea is to deﬁne a symbolic transition
system where transitions are labeled both with the usual observation and also
with the minimal context that allows the transition.
Definition 4 (Symbolic Context Transition System). A symbolic context
transition system (scts for short) for a system I = C, X, O, tr is a transition
system β ⊆ X × ||C|| × O × X.
In [12], we have introduced a scts for open nets. Intuitively the symbolic trani,λ

λ

→η N, m is possible if and only if N, m ⊕ i −
→N N, m and i is
sition N, m −
the smallest multiset (on input places) allowing such transition. This scts is
formally deﬁned by the following rule.
t∈T

l(t) = λ

m = (m ∩• t) ⊕ n i ⊆ I ⊕

•

t = (m ∩• t) ⊕ i

i,λ

N, m −
→η N, t• ⊕ n
The marking m ∩• t contains all the tokens of m that are needed to perform the
transition t. The marking n contains all the tokens of m that are not useful for
performing t, while the marking i contains all the tokens that m needs to reach
•
t. Note that i is exactly the smallest multiset that is needed to perform the
transition t. Indeed if we take i1 strictly included into i, m ⊕ i1 cannot match
•
t. As an example consider the net N2 in Fig.2 with marking cd$2 and let t be
the only transition labeled with α. We have that cd$2 ∩• t = c$2 , n = d and
$3 ,α

i = $3 . Thus N2 , cd$2 −→η N2 , dd. Fig.2(C) shows symbolic transition systems
of marked open nets discussed in the previous subsection.
Definition 5 (Inference System). An inference system T for a context interactive system I = C, X, O, tr is a set of rules of the following format, where
i, j ∈ |C|, o, o ∈ O, c ∈ C[i, i ] and d ∈ C[j, j  ].
o

→ qj
pi −
o

c(pi ) −
→ d(qj )
The above rule states that all processes with interface i that perform a transition
with observation o going into a state qj with interface j, when inserted into the
context c can perform a transition with the observation o going into d(qj ).
o /
d to mean a rule like the above. The rules
In the following, we write c
o

c

o
o

/ c and d

o



o

/ d derive the rule c; d

o
o

/ c ; d if c; d and c ; d are

deﬁned. Given an inference system T , Φ(T ) is the set of all the rules derivable
o /
from T together with the identities rules (∀o ∈ O and ∀i, j ∈ |C|, idi
idj ).
o

Definition 6 (Derivations, soundness and completeness). Let I be a context interactive system, β an scts and T an inference system.
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c1 ,o1

c2 ,o2

c1 ,o1

c2 ,o2

We say that p −−→ p1 derives p −−→ p2 in T (written p −−→ p1 T p −−→ p2 )
o1
if there exist d, e ∈ ||C|| such that d o2 / e ∈ Φ(T ), c1 ; d = c2 and eX (p1 ) = p2 .
We say that β and T are sound and complete w.r.t. I if
c ,o

c,o

c ,o

c,o

→S q iﬀ p −→β q  and p −→β q  T p −
→S q.
p−
A sound and complete scts could be considerably smaller than the saturated
transition system, but still containing all the information needed to recover
∼S . Note that the ordinary bisimilarity over scts (hereafter called syntactical bisimilarity and denoted by ∼W ) is usually stricter than ∼S . As an example consider the marked open nets a and l. These are not syntactically
$3 ,α

bisimilar, since l −→η m while a cannot (Fig.2(C)). However, they are saturated bisimilar, as discussed in the previous subsection. In order to recover ∼S
through the symbolic transition system we need a more elaborated deﬁnition of
bisimulation.
Definition 7 (Symbolic Bisimilarity). Let I = C, X, O, tr be an interactive system, T be a set of rules and β be a symbolic transition system. Let
R = {Ri ⊆ Xi × Xi | i ∈ |C|} be an |C| sorted family of symmetric relations. R
is a symbolic bisimulation iﬀ ∀i ∈ |C|, whenever pRi q:
c,o

c1 ,o1

c1 ,o1

c,o

→β p , then q −−→β q1 and q −−→β q1 T q −
→ q  and p Rk q  .
– if p −
M
q iﬀ there exists a symbolic bisimulation R such that pRi q.
We write p ∼SY
i

Theorem 1. Let I be a context interactive system, β an scts and T an inference system. If β and T are sound and complete w.r.t. I, then ∼SY M =∼S .
In the remainder of this section we focus on open Petri nets. The inference system
TN is deﬁned by the following parametric rule.
N, m −
→N N, m
λ

N, m ⊕ i −
→N N, m ⊕ i
λ

The intuitive meaning of this rule is that for all possible observations λ and
multiset i on input places, if a marked net performs a transition with observation
λ, then the addition of i preserves this transition.
Now, consider derivations between transitions of open nets. It is easy to see
i1 ,λ1
i2 ,λ2
that N, m −−→ N, m1 TN N, m −−→ N, m2 if and only if λ2 = λ1 and there
exists a multiset x on input places such that i2 = i1 ⊕ x and m2 = m1 ⊕ x. For all
the nets Nk of our example, this just means that for all observations λ and for all
$i ,λ

$i+j ,λ

multisets m, n, we have that Nk , m −→η Nk , n TN Nk , m −−−→ Nk , n$j .
In [12] we have shown that TN and η are sound and complete w.r.t. N .
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(Structured) Coalgebras

In this section we recall the notions of the theory of coalgebras that will be useful
in the following to give coalgebraic models for saturated and symbolic semantics.
Definition 8 (Coalgebra). Let B : C → C be an endofunctor on a category
C. A B-coalgebra is a pair X, α where X is an object of C and α : X → B(X)
is an arrow. A B-cohomomorphism f : X, α → Y, β is an arrow f : X → Y
of C such that f ; β = α; B(f ). B-coalgebras and B-cohomomorphisms forms the
category CoalgB .
For example, the functor PL : Set → Set deﬁned as P(L × id) (for L a set of
labels and P the powerset functor) deﬁnes the category CoalgPL of L-labeled
transition systems and “zig-zag” morphisms.
If CoalgB has a ﬁnal object, one can deﬁne the behaviour of a B-coalgebra as
the ﬁnal morphism. Thus behavioural equivalence, hereafter referred as bisimilarity, is deﬁned as the kernel of a ﬁnal morphism.Moreover, in a ﬁnal coalgebra
all bisimilar states are identiﬁed, and thus, the image of a coalgebra through a
ﬁnal morphism is its minimal realization (w.r.t. bisimilarity). In the ﬁnite case,
this can be computed via a minimization algorithm.
Unfortunately, due to cardinality reasons, CoalgPL does not have a ﬁnal
object [1]. One satisfactory solution consists in replacing the powerset functor
P by the countable powerset functor Pc , which maps a set to the family of its
countable subsets. Then, by deﬁning PcL = Pc (L × id), one has that coalgebras
for this endofunctor are one-to-one with transition systems with countable degree.
Unlike functor PL , functor PcL admits ﬁnal coalgebras (Ex. 6.8 of [1]).
The coalgebraic representation using functor PcL is not completely satisfactory, because the intrinsic algebraic structure of states is lost. This calls for the
introduction of structured coalgebras [21], i.e. coalgebras for an endofuctor on a
category AlgΓ of algebras for a speciﬁcation Γ . Since cohomomorphisms in a
category of structured coalgebras are also Γ -homomorphisms, bisimilarity (i.e.
the kernel of a ﬁnal morphism) is a congruence w.r.t. the operations in Γ .
Moreover, since we would like that the structured coalgebraic model is compatible with the unstructured, set-based one, we are interested in functors BΓ :
AlgΓ → AlgΓ that are lifting of some functor B : Set → Set along the forgetful
functor VΓ : AlgΓ → Set (i.e., BΓ ; VΓ = VΓ ; B).
Proposition 2 (From [21]). Let Γ be an algebraic speciﬁcation. Let VΓ :
AlgΓ → Set be the forgetful functor. If BΓ : AlgΓ → AlgΓ is a lifting of
PcL along VΓ , then (1) CoalgBΓ has a ﬁnal object, (2) bisimilarity is uniquely
induced by bisimilarity in CoalgPcL and (3) bisimilarity is a congruence.
In [13], bialgebras are used as structures combining algebras and coalgebras.
Bialgebras are richer than structured coalgebras, in the sense that they can
be seen both as coalgebras on algebras and also as algebras on coalgebras. In
Section 5.2, we will introduce normalized coalgebras that are not bialgebras. This
explains why we decided to use structured coalgebras.
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Coalgebraic Saturated Semantics

In this section we introduce the coalgebraic model for the saturated transition
system. First we model it as a coalgebra over Set|C| , i.e., the category of |C|sorted families of sets and functions. Therefore in this model, all the algebraic
structure is missing. Then we lift it to AlgΓ(C) that is the category of Γ (C)algebras and Γ (C)-homomorphisms.
In the following, we assume that the satts has countable degree.
Definition 9. G : Set|C| → Set|C| is deﬁned
family of set
 for each |C|-sorted 
X and for each i ∈ |C| as G(Xi ) = Pc ( j∈|C| (C[i, j] × O × k∈|C| Xk )).
Analogously for arrows.
A G-coalgebra is a C-sorted family α = {αi : Xi → G(Xi ) | i ∈ |C|} of functions
assigning to each p ∈ Xi a set of transitions (c, o, q) where c is an arrow of C
(context) with source i, o is an observation
and q is the arriving state. Note that

q can have any possible sort (q ∈ k∈|C| Xk ).
Then, given I = C, X, O, tr, we deﬁne the G-coalgebra X, αI  corresponding to the satts, where ∀i ∈ |C|, ∀p ∈ Xi , (c, o, q) ∈ αI (p) iﬀ (cX (p), o, q) ∈ tr.
Now we want to deﬁne an endofunctor H on AlgΓ(C) that is a lifting of G
and such that X, αI  is a H-coalgebra. In order to do that, we must deﬁne how
H modiﬁes the operations of Γ (C)-algebras. Usually, this is done by giving a set
of GSOS rules.
In our case, the following (parametric) rule deﬁnes H.
c1 ,l

p−
→q

c1 = d; c2
c2 ,l

d(p) −
→q
Hereafter, in order to make lighter the notation, we will avoid to specify sorts.
We will denote a Γ (C)-algebra X as X, d0X , d1X , . . .  where X is the |C|-sorted
carrier set of X and diX is the function corresponding to the operator di ∈ ||C||.
Definition 10. H : AlgΓ(C) → AlgΓ(C) maps each X = X, d0X , d1X , . . .  ∈
AlgΓ(C) into G(X), d0H(X) , d1H(X) , . . .  where ∀d ∈ Γ (C), ∀A ∈ G(X), dH(X) A =
{(c2 , l, x) s.t. (c1 , l, x) ∈ A and c1 = d; c2 }. For arrows, it is deﬁned as G.
It is immediate to see that H is a lifting of G. Thus, by Prop.2, follows that
CoalgH has ﬁnal object and that bisimilarity is a congruence.2 In the following,
we proved that αI : X → H(X) is a Γ (C)-homomorphism.
Theorem 2. X, αI  is a H-coalgebra.
Now, since a ﬁnal coalgebra FH exists in CoalgH and since X, αI  is a Hcoalgebra, then the kernel of its ﬁnal morphism coincides with ∼S .

2

Prop. 2 holds also for many-sorted algebras and many sorted sets [22].
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In Sec. 4 we have characterized saturated bisimilarity as the equivalence induced
by a ﬁnal morphisms from X, αI  (i.e., the H-coalgebra corresponding to satts)
to FH . This is theoretically interesting, but pragmatically useless. Indeed satts
is usually inﬁnite branching (or in any case very ineﬃcient), and so it is the minimal model. In this section we use symbolic bisimilarity in order to give an eﬃcient
and coalgebraic characterization of ∼S . We provide a notion of redundant transitions and we introduce normalized coalgebras as coalgebras without redundant
transitions. The category of normalized coalgebras (CoalgNT ) is isomorphic to
the category of saturated coalgebras, i.e., the full subcategory of CoalgH that
contains only those coalgebras “satisfying” an inference system T . From the isomorphism follows that ∼S coincides with the kernel of the ﬁnal morphism in
CoalgNT . This provides a characterization of ∼S really useful: every equivalence class has a canonical model that is smaller than that in CoalgH because
normalized coalgebras have not redundant transitions. Moreover, minimizing in
CoalgNT is feasible since it abstracts away from redundant transitions.
5.1

Saturated Coalgebras

Hereafter we refer to a context interactive system I = C, X, O, tr and to an
inference system T . First, we extend T (Def.6) to Γ (C)-algebras.
Definition 11 (extended derivation). Let X be a Γ (C)-algebra. A tranc1 ,o1
c2 ,o2
sition p −−→ q1 derives a transition dX (p) −−→ q2 in X through T (written
d
(c1 , o1 , q1 ) T,X (c2 , o2 , q2 )) iﬀ there exists e ∈ ||C|| such that c1 ; e = d; c2 and
e /
φ : o1
o2 ∈ Φ(T ) and e (q1 ) = q2 .
X

e

Intuitively, dT,X allows to derive from the set of transitions of a state p some
$3 ,α

transitions of dX (p). Consider the symbolic transition p −→η m of l (Fig.2) in
2
2
our running example. The derivation ($3 , α, m) $TN ,N ($, α, m) $TN ,N ($, α, m$2 )
$,α

$,α

means that l$2 −
→ m and l$4 −
→ m$2 . The latter is not a symbolic transition.
Definition 12 (Sound Inference System). A inference system T is sound
w.r.t. a H-coalgebra X, α (or viceversa, X, α satisﬁes T ) iﬀ whenever (c, o, q) ∈
α(p) and (c, o, q) dT,X (c , o , q  ) then (c , o , q  ) ∈ α(dX (p)).
For example, N, αN  (i.e., the H-coalgebra corresponding to the satts of our
running example) satisﬁes TN , while the coalgebra corresponding to the symbolic
transition systems does not. Hereafter we use T,X to mean id
T,X .
Definition 13 (Saturated set). Let X be a Γ (C)-algebra. A set A ∈ G(X) is
saturated in T and X if it is closed w.r.t. T,X . The set STY (X) is the subset of
G(X) containing all and only the saturated sets in T and X.
Definition 14. ST : AlgΓ(C) → AlgΓ(C) maps each X = X, d0X , d1X , . . .  ∈
AlgΓ(C) into ST (X) = STX (X), d0ST (X) , d1ST (X) , . . .  where ∀d ∈ Γ (C), ∀A ∈
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G(X), dST (X) A = {(c2 , o2 , x2 ) s.t. (c1 , o1 , x1 ) ∈ A and (c1 , o1 , x1 ) dT,X (c2 , o2 , x2 )}.
For arrows, it is deﬁned as G.
There are two diﬀerences w.r.t H. First, we require that all the sets of transitions
are saturated. Then the operators are deﬁned by using the relation dT,X .
Notice that ST cannot be regarded as a lifting of any endofunctor over Set|C| .
Indeed the deﬁnition of STX (X) depends from the algebraic structure X. For this
reason we cannot use Prop.2. In order to prove the existence of ﬁnal object in
CoalgST , we show that CoalgST is the full subcategory of CoalgH containing
all and only the coalgebras satisfying T . More precisely, we show that |CoalgST |
is a covariety of CoalgH .
Lemma 1. A H-coalgebra is a ST -coalgebra iﬀ satisﬁes T .
Proposition 3. |CoalgST | is a covariety of CoalgH .
From this follows that we can construct a ﬁnal object in CoalgST as the biggest
subobject of FH satisfying T . Thus, the kernel of ﬁnal morphism from X, αI 
in CoalgST coincides with ∼S .
5.2

Normalized Coalgebras

In this subsection we introduce normalized coalgebras, in order to characterize
∼S without considering the whole satts and by relying on the derivation relation
T,X . The following observation is fundamental to explain our idea.
Lemma 2. Let X be a Γ (C)-algebra. If (c1 , o1 , p1 ) T,X (c2 , o2 , p2 ) then p2 =
eX (p1 ) for some e ∈ ||C||. Moreover ∀q1 ∈ X, (c1 , o1 , q1 ) T,X (c2 , o2 , eX (q1 )).
Consider a H-coalgebra X, γ and the equivalence ∼γ induced by the ﬁnal
c1 ,o1
c2 ,o2
morphism. Suppose that p −−→γ p1 and p −−→γ p2 such that (c1 , o1 , p1 ) T,X
(c2 , o2 , eX (p1 )). If X, γ satisﬁes T (i.e., it is a ST -coalgebra), we can forget about
c1 ,o1
c2 ,o2
the latter transition. Indeed, for all q ∈ X, if q −−→γ q1 then also q −−→γ eX (q1 )
(since X, γ satisﬁes T ) and if p1 ∼γ q1 , then also eX (p1 ) ∼γ eX (q1 ) (since ∼γ is
a congruence). Thus, when checking bisimilarity, we can avoid to consider those
transitions that are derivable from others. We call such transitions redundant.
The wrong way to eﬃciently characterize ∼γ by exploiting T,X , consists in
removing all the redundant transitions from X, γ obtaining a new coalgebra
X, β and then computing ∼β (i.e., the ordinary bisimilarity on X, β). When
considering X, αI  (i.e., the H-coalgebra corresponding to satts), this roughly
means to build a symbolic transition system and then computing the ordinary
bisimilarity over this. But, as we have seen in Sec.2, the resulting bisimilarity
(denoted by ∼W ) does not coincide with the original one.
c1 ,o1
c2 ,o2
Generally, this happens when p −−→β p1 and p −−→β p2 with (c1 , o1 , p1 ) T,X
(c2 , o2 , eX (p1 )) and eX (p1 ) = p2 , but eX (p1 ) ∼γ p2 . Notice that the latter transitions is not removed, because it is not considered redundant since eX (p1 ) is
diﬀerent from p2 (even if semantically equivalent). A transition as the latter is
called semantically redundant and it causes the mismatch between ∼β and ∼γ .
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u

∅,α

/vo

∅,β
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∅,β
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∅,β

$3Y (v)

$3 ,α

(A)

(B)

Fig. 3. (A) Part of a not normalized coalgebra Y, γ. (B) Part of a normalized coalgebra Y, γ; normY,TN .
c1 ,o1

Indeed, take a process q performing q −−→β q1 with p1 ∼γ q1 . Clearly p ∼β q,
c2 ,o2
but p ∼γ q. Indeed (c1 , o1 , q1 ) T,X (c2 , o2 , eX (q1 )) and thus q −−→γ eX (q1 ) (since
X, γ satisﬁes T ) and p2 ∼γ eX (p1 ) ∼γ eX (q1 ) (since ∼γ is a congruence).
∅,α

As an example consider the symbolic transition system of l (Fig.2). l −→η q
3

$ ,α

∅,α

3

$ ,α

and l −→η m. Moreover, l −→η q TN ,N l −→ $3N (q) and $3N (q) = q$3 = m, but
∅,α

q$3 ∼S m. Now consider a. a −→η b. Clearly l ∼W a but l ∼S a (Sec. 2).
The above observation tells us that we have to remove not only the redundant transition, i.e., those derivable from T,X , but also the semantically redundant ones. But immediately a problem arises. How can we decide which
transitions are semantically redundant, if semantic redundancy itself depends on
bisimilarity?
Our solution is the following: we deﬁne a category of coalgebras without redundant transitions (CoalgNT ) and, as a result, a ﬁnal coalgebra contains no
semantically redundant transitions.
Definition 15 (Normalized Set and Normalization). Let X be a Γ (C)algebra. A transition (c , o , q  ) is equivalent to (c, o, q) in T, X (written (c , o , q  )
≡T,X (c, o, q)) iﬀ (c , o , q  ) T,X (c, o, q) and (c, o, q) T,X (c , o , q  ). A transition (c , o , q  ) dominates (c, o, q) in T, X (written (c , o , q  ) ≺T,X (c, o, q)) iﬀ
(c , o , q  ) T,X (c, o, q) and (c, o, q) T,X (c , o , q  ). Let and A ∈ G(Y ). A transition (c, o, q) ∈ A is redundant in A w.r.t. T, X if ∃(c , o , q  ) ∈ A such that
(c , o , q  ) ≺T,X (c, o, q). The set A is normalized w.r.t. T, X iﬀ it does not contain redundant transitions and it is closed by equivalent transitions. The set
NT
X (Y ) is the subset of G(Y ) containing all and only the normalized sets w.r.t.
T, X. The normalization function normT,Y : G(Y ) → NT
X (Y ) maps A ∈ G(Y )
into {(c , o , q  )s.t. ∃(c, o, q) ∈ A s.t. (c , o , q  ) ≡T,X (c, o, q) and (c, o, q) not redundant in A w.r.t. T, X}.
Recall N = Tok, N, Λ, trN  and TN . Consider the coalgebra Y, γ partially
depicted in Fig.3(A). Here we have that (∅, α, v) TN ,Y ($3 , α, $3Y (v)) but ($3 , α,
$3Y (v)) TN ,Y (∅, α, v). Thus the set γ(u), i.e., the set of transitions of u, is
not normalized (w.r.t TN , Y) since the transition ($3 , α, $3Y (v)) is redundant in
γ(u) (it is dominated by (∅, α, v)). By applying normY,TN to γ(u), we get the
normalized set of transitions {(∅, α, v)} (Fig.3(B)). It is worth noting that in
open petri nets, two transitions are equivalent iﬀ they are the same
transition.
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Definition 16. NT : AlgΓ(C) → AlgΓ(C) maps each X = X, d1X , d2X , . . .  ∈
1
2
AlgΓ(C) into NT (X) = NT
X (X), dST (X) ; normT,X , dST (X) ; normT,X , . . . . For all
h : X → Y, NT (h) = H(h); normT,Y .
Thus, the coalgebra Y, γ partially represented in Fig.3(A) is not normalized,
while Y, γ; normT,Y  in Fig.3(B) is. In order to get a normalized coalgebra for
our running example, we can normalize its saturated coalgebra N, αN  obtaining
N, αN ; normTN ,N . For the nets shown in Fig.2, this coincides with the scts η.
The most important idea behind normalized coalgebra is in the deﬁnition
of NT (h): we ﬁrst apply H(h) and then the normalization normT,Y . Thus NT cohomomorphisms must preserve not all the transitions of the source coalgebras,
but only those that are not redundant when mapped into the target.
As an example consider the coalgebras N, αN ; normTN ,N . For the state l, it
coincides with the scts η (Fig. 2(C)). Consider the coalgebra Y, γ; normTN ,Y 
(partially represented in Fig.3(B)) and the Γ (Tok)-homomorphism h : N → Y
that maps l, m, n, o into u, $3Y (v), x, w (respectively) and p, q into v. Note that
$3 ,α

$3 ,α

the transition l −→η m is not preserved (i.e., u −→γ h(m)), but h is however
a NT -cohomomorphism, because the transition ($3 , α, h(m)) ∈ H(h)(η(l)) is
removed by normTN ,Y . Indeed h(m) = $3Y (v) and (∅, α, v) TN ,Y ($3 , α, $3Y (v)).
$3 ,α

Thus, we forget about l −→η m that is, indeed, semantically redundant.
5.3

Isomorphism Theorem

Now we prove that CoalgNT is isomorphic to CoalgST .
Definition 17 (Saturation). The function satT,X : H(X) → STX (X) maps
all A ∈ H(X) in {(c , o , x ) s.t. (c, o, x) ∈ A and (c, o, x) T,X (c , o , x )}.
Saturation is intuitively the opposite of normalization. Indeed saturation adds
to a set all the redundant transitions, while normalization junks all of them.
Thus, if we take a saturated set of transitions, we ﬁrst normalize it and then we
saturate it, we obtain the original set. Analogously for a normalized set.
However, in order to get such correspondence, we must add a constraint to
our theory. Indeed, according to the actual deﬁnitions, there could exist a ST c2 ,o2
coalgebra X, γ and an inﬁnite descending chain like: · · · ≺T,X p −−→γ p2 ≺T,X
c1 ,o1
p −−→γ p1 . In this chain, all the transitions are redundant and thus if we normalize it, we obtain an empty set of transitions.
Definition 18 (Normalizable System). A context interactive system I =
C, X, O, tr is normalizable w.r.t. T iﬀ ∀X ∈ AlgΓ(C) , ≺T,X is well founded.
Lemma 3. Let I be a normalizable system w.r.t. T . Let X be Γ (C)-algebra
and A ∈ G(Y ). Then ∀(d, o, x) ∈ A, ∃(d , o , x ) ∈ normT,Y (A), such that
(d , o , x ) ≺T,X (d, o, x).
All the examples of [12] are normalizable [23]. Hereafter, we always refer to
normalizable systems.
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Proposition 4. Let normT and satT be respectively the families of morphisms
{normT,X : ST (X) → NT (X), ∀X ∈ |AlgΓ(C) |} and {satT,X : NT (X) →
ST (X), ∀X ∈ |AlgΓ(C) |}. Then normT : ST ⇒ NT and satT : NT ⇒ ST
are natural transformations. More precisely, they are natural isomorphisms, one
the inverse of the other.
It is well-known that any natural transformation between endofunctors induces
a functor between the corresponding categories of coalgebras [1]. In our case,
normT : ST ⇒ NT induces the functor NORMT : CoalgST → CoalgNT that
maps every coalgebra X, α in X, α; normT,X  and every cohomomorphism h
in itself. Analogously for satT .
Theorem 3. CoalgST and CoalgNT are isomorphic.
Thus CoalgNT has a ﬁnal coalgebra FNT and the ﬁnal morphisms from X, αI ;
normT,X  (that is NORMT X, αI )) still characterizes ∼S . This is theoretically
very interesting, since the minimal canonical representatives of ∼S in CoalgNT
do not contain any (semantically) redundant transitions and thus they are much
smaller than the (possibly inﬁnite) minimal representatives in CoalgST . Pragmatically, it allows for an eﬀective procedure for minimizing that we will discuss
in the next section. Notice that minimization is usually unfeasible in CoalgST .

6

From Normalized Coalgebras to Symbolic Minimization

In [15], we have introduced a partition reﬁnement algorithm for symbolic bisimilarity. First, it creates a partition P0 equating all the states (with the same
interface) of a symbolic transition system β and then, iteratively, reﬁnes this
partition by splitting non equivalent states. The algorithm terminates whenever
two subsequent partitions are equivalent. It computes the partition Pn+1 as folc,o
lows: p and q are equivalent in Pn+1 iﬀ whenever p −
→β p1 is not-redundant in
c,o
→β q1 is not-redundant in Pn and p1 , q1 are equivalent in Pn (and
Pn , then q −
c ,o

viceversa). By “not-redundant in Pn ”, we mean that no transition p −→β p1
exists such that (c , o , p1 ) T,X (c, o, p2 ) and p2 , p1 are equivalent in Pn .
Fig. 4 shows the partitions computed by the algorithm for the scts η of
the marked nets a and l. Notice that a and l are equivalent in the partition
$3 ,α

∅,α

P1 , because the transition l −→η m is redundant in P0 . Indeed, l −→η q,
(∅, α, q) TN ,N ($3 , α, q$3 ) and m is equivalent to q$3 in P0 .
Hereafter, we show that this algorithm corresponds to computing the approximations of a ﬁnal morphism from X, αI ; normT,X  to FNT , as induced by the
terminal sequence 1 ← NT (1) ← N2T (1) ← . . . where 1 is a ﬁnal Γ (C)-algebra.
!n
The n + 1 approximation !n+1 is deﬁned as
/ Nn (1)
X KK
TO
KK
αI ; normT,X ; NT (!n ). It is worth noting that
KKK!n+1
αI ;normT ,X
KK
∀n the kernel of !n coincides with the partition
KK
%

Pn computed by the algorithm. Indeed, we can
/ Nn+1 (1)
N
(X)
T
safely replace αI ; normT,X with the scts β.
NT (!n ) T
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$,β

a

∅,α

/b

3

/ n$2 ∅,β / o$

$ ,α
l DD / m

∅,β

∅,α

∅,β

DD
! o
q
Q

∅,β

$,β

/p

∅,β
∅,β
q$1 o
q$2 o
q$3

P0
P1
P2
P3
P4

= {a, l, b, p, q, q$1 , o$, q$2 , n, q$3 , m}
= {a, l}{b, p, q}{q$1 , o$, q$2 , n, q$3 , m}
= {a, l}{b, p, q}{q$1 , o$}{q$2 , n, q$3 , m}
= {a, l}{b, p, q}{q$1 , o$}{q$2 , n}{q$3 , m}
= {a, l}{b, p, q}{q$1 , o$}{q$2 , n}{q$3 , m}

$,β

Fig. 4. The partitions computed for the marked nets a and l

Then, !n+1 = β; NT (!n ). By the peculiar deﬁnition of NT on arrows, NT (!n ) =
H(!n ); normT,NnT (1) and the normalization normT,NnT (1) exactly removes all the
transitions that are redundant in Pn .
We end up this section by showing why we have used structured coalgebras
instead of bialgebras. Bialgebras abstract away from the algebraic structure,
while this is employed by the minimization in CoalgNT . Indeed, in Fig.4, in
order to compute the partitions of l, the algorithm needs the state q$3 that is
$3 ,α

not reachable from l. This happens because the algorithm must check if l −→η m
is redundant. In [15], we have shown that we do not need the whole algebra but
just a part of it, that can be computed in the initialization of the algorithm.

7

Conclusions and Related Works

The paper introduces two coalgebraic models for context interactive systems
[12]. In the ﬁrst one, the saturated transition system is an ordinary structured
coalgebra X, αI  and its ﬁnal morphism induces ∼S . The second model is the
normalized coalgebra X, αI ; normT,X  that is obtained by pruning all the redundant transitions from the ﬁrst one. The equivalence induced by its ﬁnal
morphism is still ∼S , but this characterization is much more convenient. Indeed, in the ﬁnal normalized coalgebra all the (semantically) redundant transitions are eliminated. Moreover, minimization is feasible with normalized coalgebras and coincides with the symbolic minimization algorithm introduced in
[15].
In [24], we have used normalized coalgebras for Leifer and Milner’s reactive
systems [25]. These are an instance of our contexts interactive systems (as shown
in [12]) and thus the normalized coalgebras of [24] are a just special case of the
one presented in this paper. More precisely, the coalgebras in [24] are deﬁned for a
special inference system, while those presented here are parametric w.r.t. it. This
provides a ﬂexible theory that gives coalgebraic semantics to many formalisms,
such as mobile ambients [9], open [6] and asynchronous [8] π-calculus.
A coalgebraic model for mobile ambients has been proposed in [26]. However
it characterizes action bisimilarity that is strictly included into reduction barbed
congruence [10]. In [27], the authors show a context interactive system for mobile
ambients, where the symbolic bisimilarity coincides with [10].
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For asynchronous and open π-calculus, a minimization algorithm has been
proposed in [28] and [29], respectively. In [15], we showed that these are special
cases of our algorithm.
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